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Dear friends and readers,

These are complex times involving constant attempts to 
abandon our values and to illogically and crudely oppose 
children’s rights to those of their parents. Good practices 
and support measures developed by many NGOs are denied 
despite the way they compensate for the lack of support from 
the social and health systems. However, there are some 
people you will not see in debates on television or in meetings 
with politicians and the public, people with warm hearts and 
sensitivity to the problems and experiences of every child and 
family. 

This collection of storires will introduce you to the work 
done by a group of “hotheads” - our coordinators, who with 
their incredible energy and professionalism - together with 
their partners from the child protection departments - manage 
to bring back the smiles of children and families.

 
Thank you, girls!

Georgi Simeonov, 
Executive director of 
Hope and Homes for Children - Bulgaria
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INTRODUCTION

“Happy families are all alike; every unhappy family is unhappy in its 
own way”. The first sentence of Leo Tolstoy’s novel ‘Anna Karenina’ 
explains the novel’s essential message – there is no recipe for family 
happiness. We have witnessed dozens of examples of families in crisis, 
of those at risk of abandoning their child.

This handbook has gathered together all the emotions, thoughts, 
passion and actions arising from the support provided to each family. 
We have called it a handbook ( a literal translation from the French 
“manuel” ) because in it you can find a variety of challenging situations 
and difficulties that a family faces and you will get acquainted with our 
different approaches and working models. You will read the stories of 
many unhappy but competent families who want to move on, raise their 
children and feel supported.

We created the handbook with the idea that it becomes a path through 
a labyrinth - family relationships and the complex dynamics that create 
them. Each story included is true and based of genuine experience. Each 
was brought to a successful end through hard work and partnership, with 
a lot of desire, motivation, courage and professionalism. 

This handbook is not just for professionals; it is for all the people who 
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support the family and make the effort to protect its integrity. The stories 
we tell do not condemn, do not punish, but give hope and faith that every 
person, every family can overcome difficulties and continue their lives in 
a new way.

Here, you will learn how ACTIVE family support - our organizational 
model - can change fates, give faith and hope and love that lighten the 
path of every family. 

We hope that these real stories will not only leave a mark on the 
emotions of readers, but also impact on the public consciousness 
about the problems of families in crisis. The handbook will show the 
effectiveness and value of multidisciplinary work is and how it directly 
affects situations that seem to be unsolvable. We will reach a common 
conclusion about what it takes for a child to live happily in their family - 
and how important it is to trust and support these families. 

ENJOY THE STORIES!
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HOPE AND HOMES FOR CHILDREN –  
OUR VALUES

OUR OBJECTIVE IS full elimination of institutional care of children 
worldwide. 

OUR VISION is a world in which children no longer suffer the harm of 
institutional care. 

OUR MISSION is to be the catalyst of the global elimination of 
institutional care of children.

We have three organizational values: courage, integrity and excellence.

• Courage to change and not give up our mission under any 
circumstances 

• Integrity in defending the best interests of children 
• Professionalism in our attitude towards children and their families

HOW DID IT ALL BEGIN

The Bulgarian branch of Hope and Homes for Children was founded 
in November 2011. 

Our work as a team focuses on support for children aged of 0 – 3 
and their families because abandoning babies leads to traumas that 
last a lifetime and prevent these children from growing up as full-rounded 
individuals.

Our aim is to pursue a more focused policy on prevention of 
abandonment and prevention of placement of babies in specialized 
institutions in Bulgaria. In our opinion, a systematic approach is needed 
for family policies to be sustainable. At the heart of our work is the 
understanding that every child should have a home and family in which 
to feel loved and protected.

We believe that integrity of intent and transparency in every action we 
take are critical to the success of our organization. That is why we are 
always honest in our work - both with children and their families, and with 
the various state and government departments.

The work of Hope and Homes for Children – Bulgaria realtes to the 
change of attitudes and policies, and – inevitably - where there is change, 
there is resistance. Many obstacles arise on the way to success, but in 
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the same way an army goes into battle with faith in their victory, so we 
have the courage to give every child in Bulgaria a chance to live in a 
loving family environment. We are creative and not afraid to try again 
and again and again.

We change children’s lives every day and we work with extreme care 
and sensitivity to protect the dignity of both children and their parents and 
all other parties involved.

 

PROJECT WORK

In January 2012, we started “Strategic deinstitutionalization and 
reform of care for children aged 0-3 in Bulgaria” to support the 
Ministry of Health project “Direction: family” project that also involves 
contributions from the State Agency for Child Protection and Agency 
of Social Assistance. The government project is funded by the “Human 
resources development” operational programme that focuses on 
upgrading existing structures and introducing complementary activities. 
During the project, 8 baby homes in the pilot regions were closed – 
Sofia, Pernik, Montana, Pazardzhik, Plovdiv, Gabrovo, Targovishte and 
Ruse. We work according to a Memorandum of Cooperation with the 
minisitry and two state agencies and the aims of the project relate to the 
practical application of the ACTIVE family support model developed by 
our organization.

In 2014, we started the implementation of the project “Strategic 
deinstitutionalization to eliminate institutional care for children 
under the age of 3 in Bulgaria” with the intention of expanding activities 
in other parts of the country. Our working model was implemented in 
other 13 region across the country – Pleven, Razgrad, Silistra, Burgas, 
Vidin, Vratsa, Veliko Tarnovo, Kardzahli, Stara Zagora, Sliven, Haskovo, 
Yambol and Sofia-district.
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Active work on 
PREVENTION  

OF SEPARATION AND ABANDONMENT

OUR COORDINATORS talking

RUSE

 On the “right” and on the “wrong” choice – the moral 
conflict and eventual decision

The case of K.M. began with an unclear and contradictory information. 
After receiving an off-the-record signal I got acquainted with the case – in 
the city of V. the head of the local Child Protection Department was very 
concerned about a prematurely born baby, with some kind of disability, 
defined by the social worker as a “bird syndrome”. The baby was born in 
the Neonatology ward in Ruse and the mother and the father live in the 
town of Glodzhevo, V.’s municipality. The immediate priority was the risk 
of abandonment of the baby. The father has not acknowledged the child 
because they both had been advised to not do this so the mother could 
be paid more social benefits as being a single parent. 

I started my research from the neonatology department. The baby was 
born prematurely and weighed 2250 g, height 46 cm. Weight at the time 
of discharge was 2210 g. According to the formal discharge summary, the 
child was released at the insistence of the mother. However, according to 
her, this was not the case. The doctors told her that they needed room for 
other mothers in labour and that she had to leave the ward. She signed 
the documents given to her by the hospital without even having read 
them.

The family is of Roma origin and they are Eastern OrthodoxChristians. 
The mother - K.M. is 20. She was adopted and then abandoned by 
the adoptive mother when she was very young. She was raised by 
her “grandmother” - the mother of the man with whom the adoptive 
mother used to live, and K.M. calls him her father. She was abused 
by him. She is not in good physical and mental condition - she suffers 
from degenerative disease, motor sensory neuropathy and progressive 
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atrophy of the muscles in her limbs (that is gradually worsening as the 
disease progresses). It is difficult for her to move, she is not capable, but 
the mother shows an already developed emotional connection with the 
baby. She claims that, at first, she wanted to leave her, but now she does 
not want to.

The biological father T.S. is 27 years old. As a child he had been 
abandoned too and has another family he is no longer in any touch with. 
K.’s father has a disability and together with his uncles “works” in Greece 
– they beg for money in the streets and it is likely that they are part 
of a human trafficking network, so the money they collect, they give to 
somebody else.

During our visit on 12th of March 2012 the baby was in fact taken care 
of by a neighbour  – R. – and many in the community contributed.

Both parents and the baby live in the house of a close relative whose 
family is in Greece. The house is a solid building with three rooms. The 
mother, the father and the child occupy a room with a wood stove, a bed 
and an old sideboard. The baby sleeps in a basket, wrapped in old rags. 
There is neither bathroom, nor a boiler, no stove, no washing machine. 
They cook on the wood stove and they get food products (mostly beans 
and bread) on credit from a local store.

The mother is obviously sick – besides her main motor issue she has 
a serious cough, runny nose and fever. According to the neighbour, the 
baby also has had a fever for several days; although she has given the 
baby a suppository against fever in the morning, the temperature was 
now 37.5 degrees. It turned out that she had turned blue several times. 
The GP did not come, nor was the baby taken to him. 

I met with the doctor immediately, describing the situation as critical. 
In my opinion, the baby needed hospitalization. During the examination, 
it was discovered that the baby had wheezing in the chest and the doctor 
agreed that she had to be admitted to hospital. Despite his initial refusal 
to call an ambulance from Ruse (he would have some explaining to do), 
I strongly insisted that he should do so, because otherwise he would 
take responsibility for the little baby’s life. Until the ambulance arrived, 
we organized everything necessary for the mother and the child to be 
admitted to hospital. The whole time the mother and the baby were 
accompanied by the neighbour R.

Shortly afterwards, they were admitted to the children’s ward at the Ruse 
Regional Hospital with a diagnosis of severe bilateral bronchopneumonia 
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and atrial flutter. The baby was stabilized by the team of doctors.

Both parents are permanently unemployed. The father sometimes 
works on a village farm for a daily wage of 5 or 10 BGN.

Summary: The baby K. was prematurely born and discharged from the 
hospital too soon which increased the risks for her health (and life). She 
needed special care. We found her in a serious condition. She has not 
been acknowledged by the father.

The purpose of my work on the case was to prevent the baby from 
being abandoned by the family. The two Child Protection Departments 
- in Ruse and in the city of V., and the psychologist from the Community 
Support Centre in Ruse shared the opinion that theparents do not have the 
capacity to cope with raising a child. Additional arguments are that the child 
has special needs, and that things will get worse over time (considering 
the mother’s illness). There is no supportive family environment and it is 
in the best interest of the child to be taken away from the parents and to 
be put up for adoption.

What is the right decision in this case? Is it the experts’ statement: “this 
beautiful child, they will ruin her and will not give her a normal life” or my 
opinion that the girl should stay in the family, which should be given all the 
necessary support to raise her? And in the long run - what kind of life will 
her family provide her with? Have any of us chosen the family in which we 
were born? Who decides which family “is worth it” and which one “is not 
worth it” and on what basis? These questions put a Hamlet-style ethical 
dilemma in front of us - “to be or not to be… “, as the solutions stand 
between two morally stable possibilities and “every choice can contradict 
established limits “. On the one hand, we may be violating rights; on the 
other hand, we can also violate rights and deny opportunities. It is a moral 
conflict in which each choice could lead to a wrong outcome.

No one could know which choice is the right one because we can only 
make assumptions about the child’s development and life prospects. Will 
the child live better in her own family (with extremely limited resources and 
capacity) or will she be better in a prosperous adoptive family.  Nobody 
knows how things will work out in the adoptive family. Would they be 
capable of loving the child and providing a sense of belonging? We can 
only speculate.

In this case, we are dealing with the terms “right” and “wrong” that 
involve ethics and morality while the regulations only work in terms of 
“valid” and “invalid”. And ethical questions are affected by different value 
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systems and attitudes which, in turn, are influenced by the different status 
of the participants in the dilemma, the different levels of competence and 
authority.

In this very case, I supported the family with all available resources 
so they can raise their child. The child is growing and developing in the 
world provided by her parents and the community, and I could not assess 
whether or not this is the best course for her to reach her full potential, or 
whether or not she is “doing fine” in her environment. Moreover, there is 
no basis of comparison - what would happen if she was being raised in 
another environment? My conscience?  I am not torn between my moral 
and ethical principles at this stage and I consciously take responsibility 
for my decision and actions.

Elena Petkova, Naional consultant – North Bulgaria
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STARA ZAGORA

Lilac

One morning in May my phone rang. I picked up – the call was from 
the emergency placement centre for women victims of violence. With a 
timid, almost childish voice, a young psychologist introduced herself to 
me and told me how she had come to me and asked for my attention for 
a few minutes. The girl had not worked with me before that point. A social 
worker from the centre had directed her to me with the words “If she 
does not help you, then no one really can”. I felt flattered of course. I am 
appreciated, my organization is genuinely authoritative. I listened closely 
to Petya – that was the name of the psychologist.

 Very quickly she told me about the life of a mother who was at their 
centre with her two children, now she was out, but her pregnant sister 
was at the center, the baby was on its way any moment now and the 
situation was getting more and more complicated ... . “When will I see the 
mother? - I interrupted Petya. I want to meet her, to talk to her, and we’ll 
tell you what will happen next”.

 The next day, at the appointed time, someone timidly knocked at 
the door. It was a young woman, weak, with dark hair standing on the 
threshold. “I’m Vanya,” she said quietly. I will never forget her eyes and 
the fear they conveyed - like the eyes of a deer, and at the same time 
– beautiful eyes. She was very beautiful and scared. She was trying
not to lose her heart, but it was obvious that she was carrying a heavy 
burden. After a while I would find out that despite this heavy burden, 
Vanya possessed an extraordinary character – strong and courageous. 
These were my first impressions on this woman – clean, tidy, beautiful 
and very sad.

 After a few minutes of getting to know one another, Vanya felt calmer 
and began telling her story ... Well, I have encountered many difficult 
crises, it’s my job after all, and I’ve survived, but now I could barely keep 
myself from sobbing ... She married young, somewhere in Gabrovo 
region. At first things went well. They lived poorly but loved each other. 
The first child was born.  Sure, the relatives behaved badly but it did not 
matter – the young couple loved each other, didn’t they? The second 
child was born and then the problems began – fights, violence, starving, 
fear. The husband turned out to be very weak and fell into alcoholism. 

Many times Vanya had warned him that she would take the children 
and leave him if he did not stop drinking and beating her. And she did 
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it.  But as soon as she has packed her things her husband has locked 
himself in the barn with their son Vasil and hanged himself in front of his 
son’s eyes. The stress and the grief of what had happened had not ended 
for Vanya - her husband’s relatives had run after her to kill her with stones 
blaming her for his tragic end. 

Vanya managed to grab her children Stela and Vasil and fled to Stara 
Zagora with two plastic bags of belongings. With no money, no food, no 
roof over her head – only with the love for her children and the immense 
fear of how they would survive. A residence in the shelter followed. Time 
was passing by and Vanya has found a job and been seeking a way 
to move on. She knows that every round of support comes to an end.  
Taught to fight she was hoping to survive this time too. But it seemed 
like the life was making bad jokes on her – one March evening her sister 
(who continued to live in Vanya’s former village) called and told her in 
tears that her husband had beaten her again and that she was out in the 
night, pregnant and carrying her elder child, Chris who was 1 year old at 
the time of the incident.

Vanya managed to find transport for her sister and her nephew to 
Stara Zagora. But concerns were getting bigger – how could they be 
able to take care of a baby? They had neither home, nor support, left 
alone with three children to look after. And it was becoming easier for 
both sisters the consider the idea of abandoning the unborn baby – good 
people might adopt it and give the baby a better future and the child would 
not suffer in the same way that they had…And surely it could happen. 

Two hurt and vulnerable women with visible scars on their bodies from 
the beatings and carrying more severe scars in their souls…But they met 
me. For 2 years we have been through lots of obstacles together. The 
baby was born – Annie, a lovely name. I found a job for Vanya but Vasil 
used to get sick very often – he has asthma and Vanya’s employer did not 
care about the reasons for her absences.

I supported them with financial loans, diapers and medication. I 
succeeded in finding them a council house – a very big and well-kept flat. 
I provided them with beds, mattresses, blankets and commodes from 
donations. The children were enrolled at the nearest school and nursery. 
Vanya sought her luck and a job in the UK. She left her children with her 
sister for 6 months. She saved money for household appliances and then 
came back home. After having changed several different jobs now she 
is more stable. Her child Stela is about to undergo an ophthalmologic 
examination by the work capacity assessment commission very soon. 
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My birthday was a few days ago. The security guard called me to tell 
me that a woman was waiting for me downstairs. And what did I see – my 
girls Vanya, Iva, Stela and Annie, together with Vasil holding lilac branches 
in their hands! Lilac, splendid, fragrant and fresh. I hugged them, we cried 
together, I thanked them and they thanked me back…

My successful girls – Vanya and Iva. I know they will have hard times. I 
know that there will be ups and downs for them. I know that they will keep 
on raising their children as proud and honest human beings. So far, they 
have been doing a great job. And this is the way I feel too – successful. I 
will never delete my SMSs on my cellphone from them – how many times 
Vanya has been texting me – “I love you”! And Stela was melting my heart 
saying she would like to become like me when she grows up.

These children have such an incredible inner power and pride! How 
patiently they were turning their heads from the food packages although 
they were extremely hungry! And I never saw them with dirty clothes and 
unkept hair despite their misery. And how did they have power for a warm 
hug and spring lilac though their lives were winter most of the time … 

It is springtime. We are here and so is hope.

Veneta Hadzhiyska, regional coordinator – Stara Zagora
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KARDZHALI

 Salesman of Hope

 “If I had a tiny 
             shop with just two shelves,

I would like to sell you know what? 
Hope!”

(Gianni Rodari)

It was a cold day in February. Another disturbing call from a social 
worker from the distant town of Krumovgrad. Mira anxiously explained 
to me that she was working on a case of a child in the maternity ward 
whose mother wanted to abandon the baby. Can we help the woman get 
home with the baby? Hatidje’s mother was in a difficult financial situation. 
Unfortunately, at the time of the birth the father was in jail because of 
driving without a driving licence. They both used to work in logging, but 
during winter there was no possibility for them to work. Hatidje has four 
other children - one placed in small-group home, two tennage daughters 
of 14 (Azra) and 15 (Gyulser) who live with her and a son of 20, who is 
married and lives in the town of Kardzhali.

I calmed Mira down and I promised her that the day after I would travel 
to Krumovgrad so we both could assess the case together.

We visited the mother at the neonatology unit. Hatidje wanted to take 
care of her baby but she was very upset about it because she had no 
income and the electricity supply at her house had been cut off due to 
unpaid bills totally 400 BGN.

Together with the social worker we went to the village of Podrumche, 
Krumovgrad municipality, and we saw the previously abandoned house 
in the end of the village that the family has moved in to. The roof – the 
most important part of the house, turned out to be in good condition, 
no leaks, the walls of the room were stained with soot next to the wood 
stove but applying new plaster would fix it. The house consists of three 
rooms, poorly furnished but in good condition. The two eldest daughters 
are students at a technical school in Krumovgrad and want to graduate. 
They attend school regularly, but are ready to help the mother with the 
baby.

We went back to the mother and suggested to her that our organization 
Hope and Homes for Children would help her keep her baby by providing 
food, diapers and clothes, and in turn she would take a commitment for 
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her parental duties. Hatidje’s eyes twinkled, we saw hope appeared in 
them, and she snuggled the baby’s little body to hers.

„I will do anything, ma’am, as you say!” And Hatidje together with her 
elder daughters started out with painting the room and she paid for the 
electricity bill with the money from the one-off childbirth benefit. We both 
worked out the household budget and turned out that she would have 
235 BGN monthly owing to allowances for the children and maternity 
benefits. She has to use this money very rationally and economically to 
pay for the electricity bills, to buy food and help her daughters continue 
to attend school.  

A few days later, Hatidje and little Suria returned home. The mother 
is breastfeeding her child and the baby visibly gains weight and 
develops well. Hatidje fulfilled his commitment - she paid the electricity 
bill, and during the spring they plastered the room. One of the sisters, 
Azra, is very happy: “I am so happy that I will be able to study at the 
technical school together with my bigger sister and that little Suria 
stays with us. Thank you, ma’am! ”

The baby is being raised in the family, she grows and develops well 
and she is joyful and happy.  The child is regularly taken for post-natal 
examination and all necessary immunizations are done. The two sisters 
are about to graduate from the technical high school.  The father returned 
home and started working as a woodcutter. During the summer the family 
feels financially secured because the father is working when the weather 
is good. But in winter they may again find themselves without income. We 
continue to keep in touch with them and we are ready to support them 
when they need to.

Ivanka Taushanova, regional coordinator – Kardzhali
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HASKOVO

The happy eighth child

One warm, sunny day in May 2017 colleagues of mine from the Child 
Protection Department called me regarding a case of a mother who have 
given birth to her 8th child in the Haskovo hospital. Right after the birth, 
she announced her intention to leave the baby in an institution. Then for 
the first time I met with Galya. I saw a faint, insecure, sad and trembling 
woman. While we were talking, her voice was low as if she could hardly 
hold back her tears. I felt that I had to help her, to make her trust me so 
she pours out her soul. 

Confused and frightened, Galya was totally convinced she was not 
capable of taking care of the baby because she had seven more children 
and that they all lived in a single room in utter poverty in a village near 
Haskovo. The father works as a shepherd and she works in agriculture 
during summer. Despite the family’s difficulties, they take care of all the 
children and they all attend either school or kindergarten. Galya was 
concerned about the high expenses needed for raising the baby. 

While telling me all this Galya was cradling the newborn. I saw the fear 
and grief in her eyes. We discussed the situation for a very long time, we 
were trying to convince her that the child would be better off with her own 
family and that no one could give her the love that only mother and the 
relatives are capable of. 

Galya listened to us in silence, frozen and as if she was paralyzed by 
anxiety and sadness. I decided to explain to her, in the easiest and most 
understandable, th way that Hope and Homes for Children – Bulgaria 
works. I told her that this is an organization that supports families in 
difficulties so that they do not abandon their children. I told her that in the 
beginning we would help her raise the newborn Svetla by providing a cot, 
toiletries, food and clothes. I will be by her side and help her when she 
has to visit the institutions - GP, social service… I wanted to show her 
how important she is to us, her baby and the whole family, how much the 
family needs to be together and how the bond between the mother and 
the baby must not be broken.

Galya could not believe what was happening to her. She started to cry 
and she said that she has changed her mind and she would take care 
of Svetla relying on our support. To her, we were the hope she needed 
not to part with her child. While the mother was in hospital, we visited 
her home with a social worker from the Child Protection Department. 
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The house consists of a room, poorly furnished, but clean and tidy, albeit 
without running water. Nothing was prepared for the newborn, as they 
had planned not to raise her at home. 

We provided a cot for the baby, cosmetics, diapers, baby bottles and 
formula milk. The day of the discharge from the hospital we welcomed 
Galya at her home having prepared a corner for the little one. Svetla’s 
sisters and brothers were enormously happy – they wanted to see her 
and hug her. 

Svetla is now 2 years old and she is growing surrounded by her 
relatives who love her very much and take good care of her.

„I was about to make a stupid mistake by leaving my beautiful child 
in a baby home! Thanks to your help we have our child with us! – says 
Galya, the mother, during one of our meetings.

Yanka Nikolova, regional coordinator – Haskovo
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SOFIA

Sparkles in the eyes 

Kaloyan was 7 months old when I first met him and his mother (who 
was then 17) in the summer of 2018. Single, worried and confused about 
her child’s future and – indeed - her own, the girl was a client of the Child 
Protection Department in the Municipality of Slatina so they called me for 
help.

Together with a social worker I immediately visited the family and met 
the young mother – Petya. She told us that she had a short but intense 
relationship with the baby’s father. Unfortunately, when he found out that 
Petya was pregnant he left her. She was left alone, with no support. 

Being shocked by the father’s decision, Petya wanted to have an 
abortion but after consulting with a doctor it turned out that her pregnancy 
was too advanced. During her pregnancy, she often thinks of abandoning 
the child after giving birth. She had even thought about other solutions for 
her son outside of the family.

After Kaloyan was born, the father did not acknowledge the child and 
neither does he care for him, nor contributes to his financial support. The 
child has a reflux and as per medical prescription he must be fed on a 
special adapted baby milk that is very expensive.

Petya totally lacked confidence in her ability to raiseher son. She had 
no idea whether she could both raise her son and continue her 
education. Her only support was her mother, Tanya – Kaloyan’s 
grandmother.  

And so, I met Tanya. According to her, her daughter’s life who at that 
time was a minor and without income - would be very difficult. Although 
she was ready to fully support her grandson, there were many questions 
about the municipal housing in which they lived. The woman was aware 
of the thousands of barriers she had to overcome to meet the financial 
needs of everyone - the family had unpaid water and electricity bills, as 
well as delayed payments for the rent. There was a risk that they would 
be evicted from the apartment where the mother’s brother and his family 
(his wife and his child) also live. 

My first task was to give the mother emotional and financial support. 
I provided the child with adapted milk, diapers and baby toiletries. I 
assured Petya and Tanya that I would go on supporting their family as a 
HHC coordinator so the young mother felt calm and secure regarding her 
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child’s development and meeting his needs. I wanted to see smiles and 
sparkles in those women’s eyes!

Together with the Child Protection Department, we were looked for 
the best options for the family according to their needs. We had constant 
meetings and had long conversations with the mother and child’s 
grandmother so they could feel our helping hand. Together we planned 
everything a few months ahead and we shared responsibilities. 

I was committed to providing the baby with diapers and special 
adapted milk and Petya had to do some research on how to continue 
her education. The grandmother managed to pay for the electricity bills 
so it would not be cut off. We worked as a team – the family, the various 
institutions and our organization. 

I would never forget the glowing smile and the sparkle in Petya’s eyes 
because of the helping hand we had lent to her for support.  We have 
established a trusting relationship, they used to call me when in difficulties 
and they shared their problems with me. 

During our meetings, I saw the bond between the mother and Kaloyan, 
I saw his smile. They had moments of joy and moments of hardship, but 
they were together in this! Petya began to feel more and more secure 
and calm and she accepted her parental responsibilities. She played with 
her son and took him out for a walk. She took him to regular medical 
examinations and for vaccinations without the need for help. They laughed 
together enjoying the time they spent with each other. Petya continued 
her secondary education and was successfully passing her exams.

The child was growing up. He was always smiling and curious during 
our meetings. 

Almost a year after the emotional and financial support from HHC – 
Bulgaria the mother feels safe and secure. She is making a successful 
progress as a parent. I was close to them and we used to coordinate our 
actions with the Child’s Protection Department. Child protection officers 
say that without our support they could not have done anything for the child 
R. Our timely financial support played an important part for stabilization of 
the family. We provided the family with diapers, infant purees, porridges, 
toiletries, adapted milk, clothes and shoes for the baby and we once paid 
two unpaid rent bills because of risk of eviction. 

During our visits we can see the obvious and mutual fondness between 
the child and his mother and the extended family. The child is calm and 
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smiling. His mother is doing a great job as a parent and as a student. 
Soon she will become an adult. And now she is a calmer and responsible 
parent. She thinks through her decisions towards her child and seek 
advice when she needs it.

The family admits that we from Hope and Homes have brought the joy 
and hope back in their life. We are happy and proud that we managed to 
keep the connection between a mother and her son, to provide a family 
environment for little Kaloyan and that we are helping in his successful 
upbringing and full development.   

Tinka Georgieva, regional coordinator – Sofia-city and Sofia 
region 
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Support = consideration and action

A young woman, a social worker in the maternity ward of the Second 
City Hospital, called me on a winter day. It was depressing outdoors, 
and so was her voice, distant, depressing. She told me that there was a 
mother in the ward who had expressed a desire to leave her baby. The 
social worker was calling me because she didn’t know who else to turn to.

I didn’t waste a minute and went straight to the hospital. I knew I had 
to act immediately. There was no time to think ...

The baby was a healthy boy with whom the mother refused to make 
any contact. She was timid, insecure, with a sad look. She repeated that 
the lack of money and family support did not allow her to raise her child. 
She didn’t know how she would survive on her own, let alone care for her 
baby. Extremely upset, the mother admitted that she did not want to see 
the child because she knew she would not be able to take care of him. As 
a coordinator of Hope and Homes for Children - Bulgaria, I explained in 
detail how we can help and support her. I told her how important it is for 
the child to bond with his mother, how important it is for her to breastfeed 
and calm him, to feel his heart beating, to hold his little hands.

The mother decided to see her child, and from that moment on she 
became calm and open to conversation. She said that she and the child’s 
father did not have any income. They are about to pay rent and do not 
have firewood for heating. The couple (aged 41 and 56) lived together 
as a family. The mother became pregnant in the spring of 2016 and the 
family hoped that by the time the child was born they would be able to 
settle down and to take care of the child together - they have been waiting 
for a child for so long! The little boy was born in the winter of 2017. He 
was the first child for both parents, but they had no idea how they would 
handle his upbringing.

After leaving the hospital, I met with the child’s father immediately. We 
made a detailed plan of the tasks that he as a parent has to take on and 
perform, as well as the help that we could provide.

On the same day, we provided the firewood needed for the entire 
season. Before mother and baby left the hospital, all the necessary 
household goods and bsby equipment. were brought to their home.

We provided a stroller, cot, clothes, blankets, bottles and more.

Our work with the family continued after the baby was discharged 
from the maternity ward. Within a month, the parents applied for benefits, 
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did minor repairs in their home, registered the baby with a GP and the 
father found a temporary job. Their relationship improved and they began 
to share the care of little S. We supported the family for four months. 
Throughout the period we were by their side because both parents 
worked on shifts, taking turns raising S.

Thanks to our timely intervention and the help, consultations and 
support provided, little S. lives and grows where he has been expected 
and wanted for years. Now the boy is two and a half years old - talking, 
running and playing joyfully in his loving family.

Valeria Draganova, Program coordinator 
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What do parents share?

 “When I gave birth, the room was in a terrible state. I could not imagine 
that I would take the child there. I thought about leaving the baby so that 
there would be better chances. Hope and Homes for Children - Bulgaria 
helped us make small repairs, gave us furniture. The room is now in a 
good condition. It’s warm, clean and bright”. 

“At that time my husband and I fought a lot, I was pregnant, 41 years 
old, we lived in terrible conditions, I was very sad, I was afraid for the 
child. The conversations with Valeria (HHC coordinator) helped me to 
see the child, to hug him, to show him to the father ... They gave us 
courage to cope”.

“We thank HHC! They give hope! They respect the dignity of parents! 
People want to look after their children, but they have difficulties. Social 
workers take away children too easily and then it is difficult for parents to 
bring them back.

Poverty is a big problem and it is not easy to fight it alone, but with 
support it is possible! We are happy!”
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YAMBOL

When they believe in you

I will tell you about Christina. She is only 33 years old, a mother of three 
boys. She was born in the village of Kaloyanovo, Sliven district. She gave 
birth to her fourth child, a girl, at the hospital in the city of Yambol. Even 
before she gave birth, Christina decided to give the baby up for adoption 
because she fought constantly with the child’s father. They called us from 
the Child Protection Department to ask for our support. 

We immediately visited the maternity ward in Yambol and saw the 
young woman. Our first meeting was painful and difficult. She told us 
about her husband’s aggressive behaviour and violence against her and 
the children. He had kicked them out of th e family homeand she had 
nowhere to go. She had no hope or strength left. We read despair and 
helplessness in her eyes.

There was a high risk that the baby would be placed in the the city’s 
home for medical and social care. On the one hand, the mother did not 
want it, on the other - there were no foster families for children from 0 to 
3 years available in the district. The colleagues from the Child Protection 
Deprtment were adamant that if something is not done before the 
discharge, they will have no other choice other than to place the child in 
the institution…

We immediately launched a search for a foster family via the Hope and 
Homes for Children network, during which time we took on the difficult 
task of talking to the mother and convincing her to keep the baby with our 
support and help to find a home, if necessary. The conversations were 
long and very difficult. Christina received a space to share her fears and 
anxieties about the birth of the child and the fact that she will have to take 
care of her four children on her own. She was introduced to the various 
opportunities for support - material and advisory. Little by little, as if the 
young mother’s eyes were beginning to light up, she felt our sincerity and 
desire to help her in this difficult time.

In the meantime, we learned that her parents lived in a village near 
the city and offered to accept her, although the house is cramped and the 
space is small. This gave us hope that the case could develop well. Shortly 
after the difficult conversation, the colleagues from the Child Protection 
Department called and told us that the mother had changed her mind and 
did not want to leave the baby anymore. We couldn’t believe it! It turned 
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out that after our conversations she did not remain indifferent. She went 
to see her child and at that moment she made her decision.

We visited Christina at her parents’ house soon after she left hospital. 
Thanks to the funds provided by Hope and Homes for Children, we bought 
and brought the necessary food and diapers, a stroller for the baby, 
and a few days later - a cot. We helped the family to obtain residence 
documents, which allowed the older children to be enrolled in the local 
kindergarten and school.

The parents supported their daughter in her decision to raise the child. 
They said they were one family and they would manage together. They 
are sure. We, the Hope and Children’s Homes coordinators, continued to 
support the family with what it needed for about a year.

Today, Christina lives with her four children in her parents’ home. She 
feels more confident in her maternal role and is grateful for the support we 
provide. We encouraged her and believed in her. We stayed by her side 
and we didn’t leave her. Now she is confident and eager to start work. 
The youngest child is already one year and six months old. The parents 
smoothed out their relationship and found an opportunity to share the 
care of the children together.

Marina Velikova, Gergana Atanasova, regional coordinators, Yambol
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PLEVEN

We can move forward together

All I knew before I undertook this case was: “A mother who wants to 
abandon her child.” I did not hesitate and I hurried to help.

The family lived in a neglected house, at the end of one of the few 
streets in an almost deserted village. There, I saw for the first time the 
single 39-year-old mother Margie, who was visibly frightened and worried. 
She stood in the room with her two children - boys, the elder of 15 years 
old, and the younger -, who had no way of knowing that his fate was in 
our hands - only a month old. The three of them lived alone. The mother 
told us that the children were from different fathers, with whom she no 
longer had a relationship and did not rely on them for any support. This 
loneliness and hopelessness frightened her. She did not know what to 
do, and the desire to abandon the newborn grew daily. 

During the conversation, we learned that the baby was born with a 
valvular disease and lack of the left arm to the elbow, which aggravated 
the situation. The older boy was also diagnosed with a hyperkinetic 
disorder, although I did not notice any signs of illness. Evidently, it was 
difficult for Margie to raise the children on her own. She was unemployed, 
expected to receive only social maternity leave. She could only rely on 
this small amount alone because of the child’s disability. Margie told us 
that the only close relative who helps her as much as she can was her 
mother, who lived in Sofia.

The family was hungry and cold. The firewood had finished and there 
was no money to buy more. There was no baby food either.  I had taken 
some essentials, and I was able to feed the children and the mother 
immediately.

We had a long conversation, we looked at the situation from different 
points of view searching for the most appropriate solution. I told her what 
would happen if she abandoned her child. I convinced her that with our 
help and support she would be able to raise the newborn. It wasn’t long 
before she calmed down and changed her mind about abandoning the 
baby. I saw the light in her eyes, I felt the mother’s sigh.

The main problem was to reassure the mother and convince her that 
the best thing for the child is to continue his life with her, to take basic 
care of him, to hug him and kiss him.  Abandonment will not solve her 
existing problems. I convinced her that despite the birth traumas, the 
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child was in good physical health and raising him would not be as difficult 
as she imagined. At that time, the most urgent needs of the family, apart 
from emotional support, were of a purely material nature - food, clothes, 
a cot for the child, firewood.

Thanks to the large network of our organization, it was not difficult 
to get a baby cot and all the necessary clothes and supplies for both 
children and the mother. We helped Margie contact the institutions and 
get the necessary documents for the newborn’s disabilities.

Our support started immediately and lasted for a long time. The baby 
already has everything and the children learned to eat together, walk, 
dress, sing…

It wasn’t long before Margie became a confident mother well capable 
of raising her children. We are happy because we kept the connection 
between them and once again proved how little it takes to change a life 
of sadness to hope. Every child has the right to be raised by his or her 
parents. Poverty and disease could not be the reason for their separation 
- be it voluntary or forced.

Tsvetelina Georgieva, regional coordinator, Pleven
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Active work on 
 REINTEGRATION

PLOVDIV

When you love strongly

Vasilka is 21 years old, a thin and small girl of Roma origin. Anton is 26 
years old, small in stature and claims to be of Turkish origin. They meet 
by chance in a village and fall in love. Anton says that he “kidnapped” 
Vasilka, and she - that she joined him. The two of them came together and 
started to live in the village, in Anton’s father’s house. Although Anton’s 
parents do not like their new daughter-in-law very much, the two young 
people are living together and the baby soon appears. Mustafa was born 
in May 2012, tiny and fragile. He is often ill and due to his vulnerability he 
has to be treated in hospital. Anton did not formally register as the father 
after the birth, but he wants to do so. He is illiterate and needs help with 
documents. Vasilka is also illiterate, speaks a little Bulgarian and does 
not understand everything the doctors explain about her child’s problems. 
She only knows that “it is the doctors’ job to cure the child.”

Two months after his birth, Mustafa was taken out of the family and 
placed in a home for medical and social care for children in Plovdiv. 
The grounds for institutionalisation were problems in the physiological 
development of the child and low vital signs. The accommodation period 
is for 3 months.

There is a commotion in the family. The mother becomes aggressive, 
and so does the father. Anton travels by bicycle from the village so that 
he can see his child in the home and to meet with the Child Protection 
Department. They want to get their baby back, but due to their lack of 
social competence and illiteracy, this becomes an impossible task.

As a coordinator of Hope and Homes for Children, I met with the family 
in their home. After assessing the situation, I found that the most important 
thing in the first place is to help parents meet the requirements of the 
Child Protection Department, namely: improving housing conditions, 
recognition of the child by the father and increasing the capacity of 
parents. The latter is quite a difficult task because it is difficult to teach 
parents how to take adequate care of their child when he is not with them! 
I focused on refreshing and renovating the room where the young family 
lives, submitting documents for the child’s recognition by the father and 
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supporting the parents to see their child in the home for medical and 
social care for children in Plovdiv.

We provided materials to renovate the room, and Mustafa’s father and 
grandfather carried out the repairs themselves.

After 5 months of working with the family, Mustafa’s reintegration was 
a fact. At the end of November, the child was in the arms of his parents. 
We provided him with a cot, a clean and tidy room for the three of them to 
live in. The father’s name was entered in the birth certificate.

From now on, they had just to take care of him - and with my help and 
support to build their parental capacity. The complex for social services 
for children and families started working with the family. As a coordinator 
of Hope and Homes for Children – Bulgaria, I visited them often, providing 
the basic necessities for the baby - diapers and medicines when needed. 
Their relatives took an active part in supporting the young family and 
Mustafa now receives love not only from his mother and father, but also 
from his grandparents and cousins.

The child is still small and weak, but it turned out that this is not 
malnutrition, but simply genetic. His parents have “built up their capacity” 
by fussing over the child for everything, but also arguing with each other 
about the way the child was raised and educated. Three years later, the 
mother left her family and returned to her relatives. She could not cope 
with the hostile environment and this grew into a mental disorder.

Anton had a hard time breaking up with Vasilka, but the child stayed 
with him and that energized him. He found a well-paid job. Once or twice 
a month he takes Mustafa to his mother so they can see each other.

Today Mustafa is 7 years old. He grows up a small and weak child, but 
he is happy. He goes to kindergarten and will start school in the autumn. 
He is surrounded by his large family and their great love. His father works 
on a contract basis at a stable near the village. He makes plans for his 
son’s future. He refuses to talk about Vasilka, but does not stop the child 
from seeing her. Now his struggle is to take full rights over his son so that 
he can receive the child benefits and social assistance.

Although my support work ended some time ago, Anton continues to 
call me to share joy or pain. Mustafa also often calls to talk to me and 
invite me as a guest.
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I am convinced that the obstacles that father and son went through 
made them stronger and closer than ever.

Kremena Stoyanova, National consultant – South Bulgaria 
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VIDIN

Father’s love

Fairy tales usually have a good beginning, a dramatic development of 
events and a happy ending. This true story is also like that - that’s why 
resembles a fairy tale. The main characters in it are a child and his father

Ivan was born 6 years ago in Sofia. He is different from other children 
- he is born earlier and is very small in height and weight. His birth is a 
happy moment for both parents, especially for the father. Ivan is his first 
and only child, but also the beginning of unsuspected problems. Ivan’s 
first battle in the maternity hospital was to continue his life - in the next 
few months, with the help of doctors, he managed to hold on. Then he 
lived with his parents in Sofia. But only for a short time ...

Pressed by many negative circumstances, including the lack of safe 
housing, both parents moved with the child to the father’s home village 
and lived in his family house. And what happened next? People who 
cannot and do not want to tolerate differences and “different” (the mother 
is from another ethnic group) intervened. This marked the beginning of 
another obstacle in the life of the child and his parents - the separation 
between them. Ivan was separated from his father and mother and placed 
in a specialized institution.

And this was the situation until April 2016, when I met Yavor - the father 
of the child. At our first meeting, I saw a man on whose face was written 
all the suffering of the world - sadness, resentment for what happened, 
anger, but most of all love and endless, inconsolable pain of parting with 
his only child. I felt his strong desire to do what was necessary so that 
he could get Ivan back. I had several meetings with Yavor and the child’s 
mother, in their home. I was there, looking, listening and observing their 
relationship, their emotions and the way they talked about the child. I saw 
two parents who had difficult communication and could not come up with 
common plans for the future. And the great suffering of the father. With 
each of the meetings, I became convinced that Yavor was completely 
sincere in his words and actions, and that he needed more people to 
believe in him.

Then my meetings with representatives of the various institutions 
began, in an attempt to discuss the facts. Conversations mainly went in 
a negative direction, especially when it came to the issue of the father 
taking care of his son. Many demands were made on Yavor and the 
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child’s mother. In the end, he turned out to be the parent who showed 
perseverance and strictly complied with each of these requirements. 
When he needed help, he turned to me. We sat down, talked and 
outlined specific steps that needed to be taken - both by me as a source 
of support and by him as the main character in the story. We also had 
long discussions about the disabilities of his child and what specific care 
is required, and the need to include various specialists in the care of Ivan 
after his possible return to him. Yavor was beginning to gain a much more 
realistic idea of the child’s upbringing with regard to his disabilities and 
the retardation in Ivan’s development (the latter - a consequence of his 
long stay in the specialized institution).

I accompanied the parent during his meetings with the child. It was 
obvious to everyone present - even to the representatives of the institution 
- that the child reacted with strong, positive emotion when he saw his 
father. And Yavor - he was so happy during the meeting with the child and 
so sad after each of them!

I was by his side the whole time. I have focused my efforts in two 
directions: to support him in fulfilling the conditions set by the institutions 
(including advocacy) and to expand the network of support around him, 
so that he can provide comprehensive care that meets the current needs 
of the child. With the intervention of Hope and Homes for Children - 
Bulgaria, Yavor managed to rent and maintain accommodation, to make 
the necessary repairs and most importantly, to provide space for Ivan in 
his home. And he really did it all! I met with different people and together 
with him we told them the story of the ongoing separation from the child 
and the need more people to believe that it makes sense for a father and 
child to be together and have a common future. These were employers, 
lawyers, representatives of various social services for children and 
families; friends of the father, relatives of the child (both paternal and 
maternal), even landlords. A significant number of these people supported 
the father in his great battle for the child.

Almost two years later, the institutions finally relented and realized that 
it made a lot of sense for Ivan to live with his father, outside the institution. 
After many obstacles and unexpected battles, the father won the most 
important of them - to raise and educate his own child and enjoy even 
the smallest successes. Now the boy is a happy child, he celebrates 
his holidays at home (often with both parents), regularly visits a daycare 
centre and communicates with many children. And he moves forward - 
in every way! Yavor and Ivan have their new beginning and their story 
continues. We did our best to provide the story with a happy end.
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Elitsa Ivanova, regional coordinator, Vidin
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VRATSA

When you have a big heart

This is a story about a family from the Roma community that I met 
so as to assess the possibility for reintegration of the twins B. and V. 
For several months the children were placed in the home for medical 
and social care for children in the district capital due to health and social 
problems in the family.

The mother of the two children, a boy and a girl, had worked abroad 
and then returned to her family in advanced stages of pregnancy. She and 
her partner were raising two more children: a six-year-old girl and a two-
year-old boy. At the time the twins were born, the man was hospitalized 
because of a heart problem. The birth of the twins was traumatic and led 
to the deterioration of the mother’s health. The maternal grandmother 
and other members of the extended family refuse help in this difficult 
situation. At this time of crisis, the Child Protection Department places the 
twins in the institution when they are only 10 days old.

Our first meeting took place a few months later. The mother had 
already felt a great emptiness in her heart, the need for the two children 
to be an integral part of the family, and had applied to the Child Protection 
Department for reintegration. The man she lives with is not the biological 
father of the twins. But this kind-hearted man had agreed to take care of 
them with his mother and provide them with a home, family and protection. 
Every conversation we had revolved around the twins, every thought was 
about them. The other two children anxiously awaited the return of the 
youngest. This increased the need for urgent action. Hope and Homes 
for Children - Bulgaria stood by the family and helped it not only to realize 
and act on its strengths, but also to face the difficulties and challenges.

What did we do at the beginning? Transport costs were paid, providing 
an opportunity for the parents to visit the children in the institution. 
The mother, who was traumatized by the difficult birth, was examined 
by a leading specialist in the regional town for the purpose of placing 
a contraceptive coil. Thanks to our fruitful partnership with the Child 
Protection Department, the children were reintegrated in a short time and 
a month after the start of our work, they were already benefiting from the 
great love of the family.

We provided the suitable formula milk, baby diapers and accessories 
on the day the children left the institution. I myself helped the mother 
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and took B. from the “building of suffering” and put him in the car that 
would take him home. The male partner lives in a property he inherited 
that is suitable for raising children, but there were some administrative 
obstacles to legalizing his property.

With our advocacy and support, ownership certificates were issued, 
housing taxes were paid, as well as all fees related to changing the 
current and permanent address of the mother and four children. After 
a few months, the male partner became sole owner of the apartment. 
The mother received a new ID card.

At the moment, the family has no permanent income, and the small 
savings from working abroad are rapidly dwindling. They need support. 
Meanwhile, the woman and the man accept any seasonal or temporary 
job offered to them in the community. Delayed electricity and water bills 
have been paid. Clothes and shoes were provided, as well as toys and 
books. An almost new walker has been found for the children.

As a result of the active involvement of the Regional Department 
of Education, then the Regional Inspectorate of Education and the 
responsiveness of the director of a local kindergarten, the family was 
donated two cots with full bedding. During the period of support from 
donors, bed linen, household appliances and materials for furnishing the 
home were provided. For the winter of 2016/2017 the family was provided 
with firewood.

During each of our visits, we were accompanied by the family doctor 
The children’s health condition was discussed every time, and this led a 
longtime pediatrician to express his admiration for our work and exclaim, 
“It’s good to have you!”. We were there for every child’s immunization, for 
every serious illness. The essential medicines were initially purchased 
with the financial support of the organization, because after the twins 
were taken out of the institution, they were constantly ill. However, the 
parents were involved according to their abilities. A few months after the 
reintegration, the family started to cope on their own.

With our active support, the male partner adopted the children. During 
meetings and conversations, he shared: “If something happens to me, 
the mother and children must have a roof above their heads.”

At each subsequent home visit, we could see a deepening of the 
bonds aong all family members. I have often seen them with their arms 
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outstretched to their “father”, with a smile and anticipation of a warm and 
soothing hug. Ever since they started to speak, I have often heard the 
important word, “daddy.” The man in this family is the brightest source of 
warmth and peace.

One major obstacle for the family has finally been overcome: the 
man is divorcing his wife, who lives and works abroad, and the family 
has access to social assistance: heating assistance for the 2017/2018 
season, as well as the opportunity to receive unemployment benefits.

The man has multiple illnesses, but had not been able to attend to his 
own needs. With the advocacy, accompaniment and active support of 
Hope and Homes for Children – Bulgaria, he managed to pay his health 
insurance and to start the the multiple procedures at the district hospital 
and to apply to the labour expert medical commission.

A few months after the end of the support, the man already receives 
a pension and allowances for 80% incapacity for work and manages not 
only to pay for his expensive medicines, but also to actively contribute 
to the family budget. We talked to him often and planned the finances 
together during the periods when the family was in a serious crisis and it 
was difficult to deal with financial problems.

In one of our last conversations during a visit six months later, I 
learned with great pleasure that the family was involved in a project of 
the Employment Agency “Parents in Employment”. The twins will not 
attend kindergarten, but will be cared for by their new father, for which he 
will receive remuneration during the project. Meanwhile, the mother was 
actively looking for a permanent job.

The story doesn’t end here, it continues! How nice it is to see the 
grown-up twins that had previously been sent to an institution as the easy 
option. How nice it is to hear their vibrant voices and take their outstretched 
hands! To feel warmth and coziness in a home that was once silent and 
filled with fear of the unknown. Now it is inhabited by happy and spiritual 
people with huge loving hearts and dreams for the future.
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Margarita Andreevska, regional coordinator, Vratsa
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VELIKO TARNOVO

God’s gift

Vera is 37 years old. From an early age, she grew in specialized 
institutions, without maternal love, warmth and care. She studied at 
specialized boarding school, and – for her - every day was monotonous 
and grey, without relatives with whom she could share her experiences 
and feelings. After graduation she stayed to live in the city where she 
studied, there was no family to return to. Vera and some school friends lived 
together in a rented apartment and helped each other. Although she grew 
up without parental love and care, she had gained a lot of life experience, 
overcoming the difficulties of everyday existence. She has the skills to 
deal with problems, she is conscientious, responsive, communicative, 
hardworking and well received in the community. However, the lack of 
a supportive family environment creates in her a feeling of hostility and 
insecurity at certain moments.

The day her son Theodor (“God-given”) was born was the happiest 
in her life - it is no coincidence that she gave him this name. But Vera’s 
joy is short-lived - doctors suspect that the child has hydrocephalus and 
has to be placed in a home for medical and social care for children. The 
mother’s problems were overwhelming - there was very little income, no 
suitable housing and no support of relatives.

The leader of the case in the Child Protection Department contacted 
our organization with hope of helping the mother, who really wants to 
get her child back. During my meeting with Vera, it was obvious to me 
that she was worried about her newborn child due to his health condition 
and the inability to provide him with a home, food and diapers. The most 
important thing for the mother was to be supported and encouraged to be 
able to take care of her child. And she believed we could help her.

I explained the potential for her to be assisted by Hope and Homes 
for Children - Bulgaria in child care, as well as to be supported for the 
transportation costs for her visits to the home for medical and social care 
for children. The mother said that she strongly wanted her child back and 
did not want Theodor to be raised in institutions as had happened to her. 
Vera continued to visit her son at the home every week, looking forward 
to meeting the child and was always very excited. The community support 
centre also assisted the mother with transport so that she could visit the 
child. Immediately before Theodor’s reintegration, I actively supported 
the mother, which gave her confidence that she would be able to take 
care of the child.
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Vera was able to look at her income and compare it with the expenses 
for maintaining a household and raising a child. She was also aware of 
the difficulties in this direction as a single parent. The greatest difficulties 
were job hunting and finding suitable accommodation for raising a child. 
But Vera did her best to carry out every task and had a great desire to 
take care of Theodor at home.

On October 17th, 2017, Vera started working on a permanent 
employment contract with the Municipal Enterprise “Maintenance of 
Road Infrastructure and Landscaping” as a “flower grower”, at a minimum 
wage. She found accommodation - a floor of a building in the city, with a 
monthly rent of BGN 100. The premises were furnished with essentials 
and furniture. The apartment was electrified and supplied with water. 
Hygiene was maintained at a good level.

During the entire period from the placement of the child in the institution 
in Debelets to his return to mother (08.08.2018), Vera proved to be a 
responsible and motivated person, following the conditions set for her. 
She was responsible, constant and serious towards her son Theodor, 
visiting him weekly at the home in Debelets. At times she was afraid and 
worried that Theodor might be registered for adoption. The diagnosis 
of hydrocephalus was dismissed. The medical commission gave their 
assessment of the nature and degree of disability - 50%, with a leading 
diagnosis “other specified congenital anomalies of the male genital 
organs” for a period of one year. At the moment, no special care was 
required for the child’s health. 

On August 8, 2018, Theodor was in his mother’s arms and this was an 
exciting moment for all of us and especially for the child and the mother. 
Hope and Homes for Children - Bulgaria continues the monthly visits to 
the address and helps for the child with diapers, consumables, clothes, 
food. The transport costs for visits to a child urologist in Sofia are covered 
by the Child Protection Department. In October 2018, Theodor started 
attending a nursery and feels very happy there. 

During my visits to Vera’s home, she said that Theodor is a very happy 
child, he walks alone, he is observant, he plays with toys and he says 
a few words. On January 24, 2019, his birthday was celebrated in the 
nursery and the mother showed us an album with the photos from the 
party ...

With the assistance of the Child Protection Department and the 
local coordinator of Hope and Homes for Children - Bulgaria, Vera 
received assistance to submit the necessary documents for one-time 
childbirth and childcare allowance, monthly child allowance and targeted 
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assistance for heating. She was provided with municipal housing, and 
the Centre for Community Support agreed to assist with decoration and 
basic  furnishing. However, Vera refused, explaining that the apartment 
was not in the city centre and would make mobility difficult. Subsequently, 
the mother moved to a basement apartment, consisting of two common 
rooms (kitchen-living room and bedroom) and a service room with a 
monthly rent of BGN 70. With the help of her acquaintances a bed, stove 
and refrigerator were provided, and we bought a second-hand automatic 
washing machine, diapers, baby supplies and food. She was given a rug, 
curtains, baby clothes and toys. The apartment offers enough space and 
there is a separate corner for the child. Vera keeps the place clean and 
tidy.

At the moment, our support continues. The mother is motivated to 
cope with new challenges and to provide a more sustainable environment 
for the development of her child.

With our help and advice, she has built parental capacity and provides 
adequate care for her child. During the visits, we see that Theodor is well 
looked after. He is always clean and properly dressed. Vera prepares 
homemade food and takes the child out every day with a stroller to 
playgrounds and parks. If the little one seems unwell, they immediately visit 
a personal doctor or pediatrician. The mother is extremely committed to 
the child’s health, follows the instructions exactly, monitors the symptoms 
and buys the prescribed medication for his treatment. She shows her 
affection for the child on a daily basis by constantly communicating with 
him, caressing him, hugging him, speaking to him gently and kindly. When 
she speaks of Theodor, her face lights up with warmth and motherly love. 

Theodor is calm, smiling, confident and very happy. He seeks his 
mother’s attention by laughing, crying, making sounds, saying simple 
words, passing and taking toys and books. Every hug they share and 
every look shows what unconditional love exists between them. This 
strong emotional connection is a prerequisite for building a secure and 
stable environment for Theodor’s growth. Vera is devoted to her child 
and responds well to his needs. Her desire to continue taking care of the 
upbringing and education of her child is unequivocal and sustainable.

The case of Theodor and his mother is an example of successful 
reintegration and work done with great professionalism, humanity and 
love.
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Svetla Ivanova, regional coordinator, Veliko Tarnovo 
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SLIVEN

Home is best

I will share a case that shows once again that the best thing for a child 
is to live and grow in his biological family.

On December 1, 2015, the Social Assistance Directorate - Sliven 
asked “Hope and Homes for Children” – Bulgaria for help regarding a 
child placed in a foster family where he receives inadequate care. They 
felt it would be better for the child to be raised by his father.

Six-year-old Krassimir is in temporary foster care with a family in the 
town of Sliven. The child was not acknowledged by his biological father 
and he was raised by the mother, who abandoned the child without the 
father’s knowing. After that, however, the father recognised the child and 
expressed a desire to raise him.

During the period in which the child was placed in the foster family, the 
Child Protection Department in Sliven repeatedly received signals that 
the professional foster parent did not take the necessary care of him. At 
the same time, his father expressed a desire to raise him in his family and 
during this period he constantly visited the child.

As the end of the temporary care agreement approached, the 
Directorate for social assistance in Sliven urgently needed to take a 
protection measure - either to extend the period for raising the child in 
the foster family or to reintegrate it into the biological family. The third 
option - placement in another foster family, would be extremely traumatic 
for the child. 

The protection department’s decision is reintegration: because of the 
strong emotional connection between father and child that the specialists 
have been observing for some time.

Although financially difficult, the father, Pavel, had rented an apartment 
until he could complete the renovation of their home to create more space.

Pavel cares for four children. Two come from his previous partner and 
mother of Krassimir. The other two have are from his current partner, 
Katya, who is disabled. They have no close relatives and they manage 
on their own.
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During the first meeting with the family in their home in the village 
of Chintulovo (Sliven municipality),living conditions were found to be 
good. A month ago, Pavel rented an apartment near his home and paid 
a monthly rent of BGN 80 in order to take care of his child. Later, Pavel 
told us that the landlords had been very generous - they gave him the 
use of the apartment without rent for a few months in order to raise funds 
to complete the renovation of the room. The conditions in the rented 
accommodation are very good - it consists of three rooms allowing for 
care of another child. Although Katya has a physical disability, their home 
is very well maintained and shr is clearly a capable housewife.

The household is supported by Katya’s disability pension of BGN 
138.18, child allowances for 4 children that comes to BGN 170 and 
monthly allowance for raising a child up to the age of 1 - BGN 100.

At a meeting of the District Deinstitutionalisation Coordination 
Mechanism - Sliven, the case of Krassimir was set with a single goal - the 
child to live in his biological family. Each of the participants made their 
commitments.

“Hope and Homes for Children” - Bulgaria has committed to provide 
construction materials with which the family can complete a large room 
with an entrance hall. During the meeting, the District Administration - 
Sliven provided additional construction materials as a donation from a 
construction company from the city.

As it turned out that, the father was not good a DIY and a man from 
another family and his son led the renovation work. They carried out the 
construction and installation activities absolutely voluntarily, and Pavel 
participated in the construction process.

The family was supported by “Hope and Homes for Children” - Bulgaria 
with clothes, diapers and food.

At the moment, Krassimir is part of the family and he goes to school in 
the village of Chintulovo and feels happy. There is a connection between 
him and the other children in the family. Their living conditions are better, 
the environment is stable and calm. Despite her disability, the mother 
of two of the children makes sure everyone is clean and healthy and 
maintains good hygiene at home.

We were happy to hear the father’s statement that the support of Hope 
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and Homes for Children - Bulgaria has provided normal living conditions 
for the family and his child will never be in an institution or foster family 
again. 

Maria Goranova, regional coordinator, Sliven
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BOURGAS

To my brothers and sisters

I was sure that this case would be not only another professional 
challenge, but also very emotional. And so it turned out.

In March 2017, I received a call from the Child Protection Department 
in Pomorie with a request for support in the reintegration of a child 
abandoned in the Home for medical and social care for children in 
Bоurgas.

I knew it would not be easy, but I was convinced that the family was the 
place where every child should grow up. Despite their seven children, the 
parents expressed a strong desire to raise little Damiana in their home. 
But they really didn’t know how or what to do so that they could hug their 
child again and raise him with her siblings.

Without doubt, the family had difficulties - there was not enough 
incomes to provide food and upbringing for the children. Damiana is 
2 years old and has been accommodated for 7 months in the home in 
Burgas. The reason for taking this difficult step for their child - to leave 
him in an institution - was due to the inability to provide for her upbringing.

Damiana’s parents, Radka and Stefan, live with relatives of the father 
in the village of Galabets, Pomorie municipality, in a neighborhood with 
large Roma and Turkish populations. The house is a two-storey brick 
building. The family uses one room on the second floor and one room 
on the first floor. The staircase to the second floor was not secured with 
a railing. The front door had broken glass. The apartment was poorly 
furnished with basic necessities.

The mother received state benefits and the father was currently 
working in the city of Burgas on the maintenance of paving slabs with 
a weekly salary of about BGN 150. The meeting with the family showed 
parents in whose eyes I saw a strong desire to be with their child, sadness 
and uncertainty about the future. It was extremely important for me to see 
their emotions and to be convinced of their need for help and support.

The family needed substantial support. First - to improve social 
conditions. I started visiting them and helping with everything they 
needed. We joined forces to prepare the parents for the reintegration 
of the child by conducting training consultations in parenting skills in the 
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ome by a social worker and me, as well as direct work at the Centre for 
Community Support Pomorie. We encouraged Radka and Stefan to visit 
the child in the institution as often as possible, providing them with funds 
for travel every week. In this way, we maintained the connection between 
the parents and the child and strengthened the communication between 
them.

We worked in a team with other institutions - we held regular meetings 
involving the case manager from the Child Protection Department, 
someone from the Directorate for Social Assistance - Pomorie and me as 
a regional coordinator of HHC-Bulgaria. I helped the family learn to handle 
cooking and buying groceries. Both rooms and the external staircase 
needed renovation, so our organization bought materials to secure the 
staircase as well as paint and wallpaper. The family also worked to make 
their home safer, more comfortable and cleaner. We provided clothes and 
toys for the children, and Pomorie Community Support Centre delivered 
a cot for Damiana. 

Thanks to the teamwork and the good interaction between all 
stakeholders and parents, we were able to make the family happy and 
reunite them with the child. I was extremely happy to watch Damiana 
adapt successfully and feel very well. Her siblings love to play with her. 
The parents receive social benefits and the father continues to work in 
construction as a general worker. All children regularly attend school in 
the village of Galabets. Communication between children and parents 
has improved and smiles can now be seen on everyone’s faces.

With our support, Radka and Stefan felt very confident and hopeful 
that they could cope with the difficulties. They are grateful that they are 
not alone in caring for their children and say that without the help of our 
organization it would be difficult to get back and raise Damiana.

“Hope and Homes for Children” - Bulgaria has been working on the 
case for two years - six months before the reintegration and a year and 
a half after. The organization provided monthly packages of diapers, 
baby porridge, purees and baby milk. With the help of donations from 
local organizations and charitable campaigns of the District Coordination 
Mechanism, we were able to provide clothes and toys to the child, clothes 
of his mother and the other children. When the child was ill, we provided 
her with the necessary medicines. We persuaded the mother to avoid 
more pregnancies and to use contraception. And, of course, we were 
close to them emotionally as well. We believed in this couple and their 
desire to take care of their child, regardless of their initial decision.
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Now we are all much, much less stressed and more confident. Together 
we overcame the crisis and definitely the care for little Damiana is of high 
quality and full of love and tenderness. We can now dream together about 
the future and not be afraid of anything. Damiana is with her siblings.

Evgenia Meserdjieva, regional coordinator, Bourgas
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INSTEAD OF FINALE

Our results in our direct work with children and families:

✓ 23 coordinators 

✓ 21  districts in Bulgaria in which we work 

✓ 21  District DI Coordination Mechanisms (DDICMs) formed in the 
country 

✓ Through DDICMs in the country and the 155 sessions held with 
them we constantly support resolving specific cases and directly and 
positively influencing the quality of life of children 

✓ 2573 trained members of DDICMs, CPDs and service providers in 
the country 

✓ 948 participants in DDICMs meetings

 ✓ Nearly 1769 successful and monitored prevention 

✓ 194 successful and follow-up reintegrations 

✓ 18 closed institutions for babies with the help of the organization 

✓ Signed Memorandum with SACP for joint work 

✓ 18 signed Memoranda of Understanding with District and Municipal 
Administrations 

✓ 130 CPDs we work with 

✓ 340  specialists consulted by us 

✓ 176 representatives led by us of local structures 

✓ 97 trained specialists from the teams of the new SGHs in 
Pleven, Vidin, Asenovgrad and Velingrad, Gabrovo and Center for social 
rehabilitation and integration - Vidin

 ✓ 54 CPDs in the country, trained and managed, with whom we 
work directly on topics such as deinstitutionalization, alternative care and 
active family support 

✓ 101 trained specialists from small-group homesfor children and 
young adults with disabilities under the IMPACT program for overcoming 
challenging behaviour.



Contacts:
 

Hope and homes for children - Bulgaria 
1504 Sofia, 1 „Prof. Milko Bichev”str. floor. 1, ap. 2

 E-mail: office.hhc.bg@gmail.com 
Website: www.hopeandhomesbg.com 

Facebook: Hope and Homes for Children – Bulgaria
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